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Diane Broussard, Spiritual Teacher,
and Healer
Website: DiamondSpringsCenter.com

Background
Reverend Diane Broussard owns and operates the Diamond Springs Center of Healing Arts and
Training in Diamond Springs, Cal. She is a spiritual teacher and healer. She has been following her
spiritual path for over 30 years. Inspired by the famous Shirley MacLaine book, "Out on a Limb",
she has been out there ever since.
Diane has studied many different modalities to find her sacred path, including the University of
Metaphysics in Association with the University of Sedona. She is also a Reiki Master and Certified
in Angel Therapy and Angel Card Reading. Diane is a graduate of the Lynn Andrew’s 4-year
Shamanic Mystery School and an ordained minister. Diane is a full mesa carrier, completing an
apprenticeship with Don Oscar Mira Quesada in the Pachakuti Mesa Tradition, (Peruvian
Shamanism). Diane also has completed several advanced classes in Core Shamanism. She founded
the Placerville Drumming Circle and leads drumming sessions at her Diamond Center with guided
journeys helping others find their guides, power animals and learn to take their own power. Included
are sacred fire ceremonies and soon a labyrinth.

Individual Philosophy
Diane’s latest and most leading-edge energy meditations include’ “The Stargate Experience”. She is
a certified Stargate Facilitator and offers Stargate Meditations at her Center twice a month. Diane
has been actively working with the worldwide Stargate group for over 6 years. This group now
expands 60 countries. In the middle of her Center is a 6-foot copper Stargate. Diane believes that the
Stargate Explorations into the expansive quantum field are the leading edge to all dimensions and to
eventually experiencing our New Earth. Diane has come full circle and combines her Shamanic roots
and her Stargate experience to create Heaven on Earth so to speak. The Earth grounds us and our
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physical bodies as we ascend with The Stargate to higher dimensions being able to experience our
Angelic and Star Family Guides.
Diane is founder of the Placerville Drum Circle. This is a group of like-minded people who meet
monthly to drum, dance, journey and support each other. Her new center is out in nature so working
with the nature spirits and drumming around an open fire are part of the ceremonies. The group is
open to the public, so ask her about events upcoming
Diane is a Spiritual teacher and healer and enjoys private counseling sessions with those seeking
answers to personal questions. Diane uses various methods to help her clients based on what she
feels is best for them. She is also an energy healer and often includes healing therapy for her clients
if necessary, or she may suggest a separate session for healing alone. Diane uses her Crystal Light
bed, along with her Reiki and crystal energy modalities. She believes in healing the mind, body,
emotional and spiritual body. It is very simple—all you need is LOVE
She is always available to talk with you about your individual needs.
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